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STACEY STAATERMAN
Certified Professional Coach + Communications Consultant
Creator of ENERGY DETOX FOR LEADERS and RENOVATE YOUR CAREER

•

Stacey Staaterman is a Certified Professional Coach
(Leadership and Career Strategy) and Communications
Consultant with in-depth expertise in media and
lifestyle industries (luxury, epicurean, travel, tourism,
automotive.)

•

Stacey works with companies to remove performance
blocks, drive employee engagement and elevate
leadership skills. She also helps individuals clarify their
personal values, resolve career stressors and align
personal priorities with professional pursuits.

•

She has coached executives and high-potentials
at organizations including: Egon Zehnder, Fox Sports Media, Hearst, Mercer Healthcare,
Chanel, Random House, Post Foods, Time Inc., Marsh & McLennan, MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) Media Lab, StartUp Institute, Random House, Blackstone, Legal Zoom
and University of Massachusetts Amherst.

•

Prior to becoming a professional coach and consultant, Stacey held leadership positions in
the advertising and media industry for more than 20 years – with companies including:
American Express, Time Warner, Fast Company, Meredith Corporation and Scholastic. She was
also public speaking trainer with Own The Room (a division of Blue Planet Training).

•

As an advertising industry leader, she was a devoted proponent for high-yield partnerships
and non-traditional revenue building. In 2002, Stacey pioneered a “sponsored content”
partnership model across CNN Networks and Time Inc. brands that yielded more than $125
million in revenue for more than a decade.

•

Stacey’s commitment to leadership excellence is long standing. She received the highest
possible rating in American Express leadership survey (2012) – with a rating of 100% from her
team who said was great to work with and motivated them to be at their best.

•

Stacey is a Certified Professional Coach (CPC-ACC) and Master Practitioner of the E.L.I. (Energy
Leadership Index) through top-ranked coach academy, iPEC (Institute for Professional
Excellence in Coaching) headquartered in New Jersey.

•

Stacey received her B.S. in Advertising from Syracuse University (S.I. Newhouse School of
Communications) and she completed a digital mini-MBA program from Rutgers University.

•

She is a board member emeritus with MIT Enterprise Forum (NYC Chapter) where she
supported membership, marketing and partnership development.

•

An avid golfer, Girl Scout volunteer, cook, YMCA advocate, PTA board member, ice skater and
an aspiring runner, Stacey lives in New Jersey with her family.
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CLIENTS + TESTIMONIALS

Stacey is a great listener and asks all the right questions, but most importantly she has
fantastic insights that propel me forward into action. She is an experienced professional
who has taken her marketing skill set and applied it to coaching. This combination makes
her a perfect coach in today’s ever evolving workplace.
Curtis, executive vice president, New York, NY
The working world has shifted for senior executives, and Stacey is out in front — coaching
me to evolve my style and demonstrating a new way to work in all she does. She has
made each session count, tailored to my goals, and makes great use our time together.
I’ve worked with other coaches before, and hands down Stacey has been most effective,
and efficient, by a wide margin.
Esme, vice president, New York, NY
I enlisted Stacey as a professional business coach at a pivotal point in my career. After
experiencing several frustrating challenges at my job, Stacey helped me to focus on what I
wanted, where and how to look for those possibilities and how to present myself to get
the career I desired. The questions and exercises that Stacey and I worked through were
challenging, thought provoking and insightful and helped me to refine what I needed
from my career to gain more fulfillment. I am now more confident in my professional
choices and direction. Thank you, Stacey.
Kira, vice president, executive director, New York, NY
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OVERVIEW

COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS TRAININGS
• Critical support and tools for professionals that need to break through the
communications clutter internally and externally.
• Modality for Trainings:
• Live, face-to-face training and coaching with group exercises, practice and
feedback (peer and trainer) to reinforce successes and identify
improvement options.
• Integration of video recording and on-site review using smart phones and
tablets.
• One trainer (Stacey Staaterman) with support trainer, as needed

FOCUS

BENEFITS

DESCRIPTION
•

Amp Up

Engagement

Meeting
Moments

Write for
Results

Techniques to
Elevate Your
Presentation Style to
be more Confident
and Memorable

Techniques To
Improve Meetings
and Calls

Techniques To
Elevate Email
Communication

Deeper understanding of
neuroscience of communication

•

Learn how to keep the listener’s
attention in verbal exchanges

•

Learn how to best underscore
message points for maximum
memorability

•

New tools to elevate impact of
meetings

•

New ideas to add more excitement
and interest in meetings and calls

•

New blueprint to align meeting
purpose with a meaningful
outcome

•

Tools to improve email
engagement

•

Identify authority phrases and
become aware of weak language

•

Reconnect with email as a
component of a relationship

SUPPORTING

New managers
Junior managers
High potentials
Sales + Marketing
Client Services
Business
Development
Board Members
People Leaders
Technology
Compliance
Research +
Analytics
Cyber Security
Finance
Operations
Administrative
Anyone who has
to communicate
as part of their
job.

*

Client:

YouGov (an international data and analytics group) | Luxury Team

Goal:

Elevate confidence and public speaking techniques of analytics team responsible for
presenting data findings to clients and prospects (via phone, in-person group
meetings, and in conference settings); deep focus on client engagement

Solution: 1-day in-person group training for 10 people (cross level, cross function, varied skills)
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OVERVIEW

LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS
• Support for new leaders or leaders struggling with effectiveness
• Delivered: live, face-to-face or via video webinar with Q&A, advance readings, etc.
FOCUS

Energy
Detox
for
Leaders

Energy
Detox
for
Teams

Social
Media
for
Leaders

BENEFITS

DESCRIPTION
•

Understanding of links between life
satisfaction – and your behaviors,
thoughts, attitudes and perceptions

•

Seven energy levels and associated
thoughts and behaviors

•

Breaking default patterns

•

Leadership strategies

•

Provides a jump off point to leadership
coaching

•

Ability to measure improvement after 3,
6 and 12 months

•
A 360-assessment of
collective attitudes,
perceptions and
default behaviors
impact engagement
and performance

Understanding of links between team
cohesion – and one’s personal behaviors,
thoughts, attitudes and perceptions – in
context of the team

•

Seven energy levels and associated
thoughts and behaviors

•

Improving
performance, team
reputation and
engagement

Breaking default patterns for individuals
and teams; building leadership
strategies

•

Provides a jump off point to group
coaching and individual coaching

•

Ability to measure improvement after 3,
6 and 12 months

•

Designing a content strategy for your
personal brand – your POVs, your
content options, and packaging your
insights

•

Strategically integrate organization
messages with personal authority

•

Mastering platforms best aligned with
your professional objectives

•

Developing a manageable execution
plan for your leadership “brand”

Assessment of how
attitudes, perceptions
and default behaviors
impact engagement
and performance
Improving
performance and
leadership presence

Using content and
social media to elevate
your reputation and
advance your
organization’s mission
Ensure you are
discoverable and
expressing for your
unique perspectives

SUPPORTING

Leaders
struggling with
team cohesion
and
engagement

Teams
struggling with
group dynamic,
restructure
and/or
leadership
change

Leaders
Experts
Managers

Client:

Fox Sports Executive

Goal:

Support executive transitioning to a new role in a new organization. Executive was
assuming expanded roster tasks and exiting a highly dysfunctional organization.

Solution: Online assessment with 90-minute phone session to identify potential pitfalls and
develop support strategies and actions. Client quote: “My former employer could
have saved a lot of heartache and resources if we used this leadership approach. This
insight gives me a wealth of new strategies I can confidently deploy.”
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OVERVIEW

ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSITION WORKSHOPS
• Maximize employee experience; Support for displaced employees
• Deepen employee engagement in their own career planning
• Delivered: live, face-to-face with trainer or via video webinar with Q&A, advance
readings, etc.
FOCUS

BENEFITS

LinkedIn
201

Establishing strong
reputation beyond the
basic profile
Improving
engagement with
potential employers
and recruiters
Developing a 60-day
Job Search Plan

Career
Power
Push

Forward action
towards ideal
profession or job
Answer to: “what
should I do with my
career?”

Career
Vision
Quest

Discover and articulate
ideal experiences and
qualities to foster
engagement and
success

Social
Media +
Thought
Leadership

Using content and
social media to elevate
your reputation
Ensure you are
discoverable and
expressing for your
unique perspectives

DESCRIPTION
•

Effectively managing your profile:
11 key actions to take

•

Driving engagement: images,
powerful language, polished
headshot

•

Updates, sharing, publishing

•

Clarifying your vision – beyond the
obvious

•

Tools to power your search:
resume, bio, LinkedIn, “pain letters”

•

Setting yourself up for success:
designing a daily action plan

•

Internal audit of what experiences,
qualities, tasks and relationships
that excite and motivate you

•

Zero in on key personal values and
priorities that drive

•

Designing a content strategy for
your personal brand – your POVs,
your content options, and
packaging your insights

•

Mastering platforms best aligned
with your professional objectives

•

Developing a manageable
execution plan for your thought
leadership messaging

SUPPORTING

Professionals at
any stage – early,
middle and late
Those in facing
impact from
organizational
restructure,
merger or
acquisition.

Leaders
Experts
Managers
Anyone working
today

*

Client:

American Express | Mentorship Program for High Potential Women Employees

Goal:

Help Amex’s high potential female leaders create more visibility internally and
among customer base; Elevate confidence and support implementation with new
techniques that advance company objectives and personal development.

Solution: 2-hour in-person group training for 25 people (director, vice president, junior SVP)
with individual follow ups (one-on-one coaching session.)
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